
S C E N I C  D E S I G N E R S  E X P E R T S



ABOUT  US

Sceniko was born from the need to unite a
Team  of expert freelance set designers who

are involved in the creation of sets from
design to installation.

 
 

Each projects is made to order according to the
customer's desire



Every customer has a unique dream
and vision,that's why we always pour
all of our passion and experience into
every single project
Sceniko Team



UNIQUE  SETS

 

Each project is made to order according to the
customer's desire.

Each of the scenes we build are unique. 
 

Quality and attentiont on detail have be come our
strong suits due to many years of experimentation

and improvemen



ESCAPE  ROOM
FROM  YOUR  IDEA  TO  INSTALLATION

Sceniko's expert team of scenographers designs
and creates scenic solutions dedicated to the world
of EscapeRooms,

We are able to take care of the technical, logistical, and
structural aspects of each individual environment,

adapting and modifying the project according to our
customers' vision



PROJECT
We will analyze the idea and the objective we need to achieve,
the work we need to do, the budget and the delivery time

EXECUTIVE

INSTALLATION

You will receive a contract with all the details and general
processing clauses to protect the agreement

Once the details have been defined, the on-site installation and
assembly phase will begin.You will be able to follow the progress



All the products comply
with high standards that
guarantee safety and
durability over time

 

 
Sceniko uses high

quality materials with
certified treatments 

 

 

HOW  WE  WORK



ESCAPE  ROOM  

THE  FASTEST-GROWING  BUSINESS  IN

THE  WORLD

The manage process of an Escape Room business
requires perfect business planning

To remain competitive, it is important to stay
abreast of industry developments
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The industry is still growing



2.000  thousand
Active Escape rooms in 2016

11,000 milion
Active Escape rooms in 2020



BUSINESS CUSTOMIZED PACKAGES
SCENIKO offer the complete package.

From writing a storytelling to amazing scenario and props creation



MORE THAN 120

SCENARIOS

AVAILABLE
A wide range of titles

MOST  POPULAR

 CATEGORIES



EXCELLENT  SCENIC  SOLUTIONS

FOR  DIFFERENT  TYPES  OF

BUDGETS

From the analysis of the project we develop
all the technical-executive phases with the
relevant samples,all the way until the
assembly of the complete design on site



Step 1
Call us or contact us directly by email. We
will set an appointment and talk about your
idea

Step 2
We will analyze the idea and the objective we
need to achieve, the work we need to do, the
budget and the delivery time

Step 3
Once the details have been defined, the on-site
installation and assembly phase will begin.

You will be able to follow the progress

TURN-KEY ESCAPE ROOM 
WE  WILL  PROVIDE   A  UNIQUE  STORYTELLING  AND  SETS  INCLUDING  PROPS

AND  SPECIAL  EFFECTS

STEPS



SILVER -STARTUP PACKAGE-

Turnkey room with customized scenery 30/50 sq meter
MECHANICALS GAMES

GOLDEN -DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE-

Turnkey room with customized scenery 40/60 sq meter
HI-TECH GAMES

PREMIUM -PLUS PACKAGE-

Turnkey room with customized scenery 30/50 sq meter 
HI-TECH GAMES



Easy control
system

Unique storytellingCustomized
props and
scenario 

3d Project

WHAT PACKAGES INCLUDES?

HOW  TO  DEFINE  YOUR  BUSINESS  IN  DETAILS   



SILVER  PACKAGE

°Unique storytelling
°Customized scenario
°Lighting and audio effects
°10/11 puzzles
°Multilingual
°Mobile game control
                                      starting from:  €10/12M max

GOLDEN  PACKAGE

°Unique storytelling
°Customized scenario

°Lighting and audio effects
°12/14 puzzles

°Multilingual
°Mobile game control

  
starting from: €13/18M max.

PREMIUM  PACKAGE

° Unique storytelling
°Customized scenario
°Lighting and audio effects
°15/23 puzzles
°Multilingual
°Mobile game control
                                  starting from: €25/30M max



WHAT  IS  RESINED

POLYSTYRENE?

Polystyrene resin is a thermoplastic polymer used
in a wide range of scenic manufacturing
processes such as sculpture molding and
expanded foam extrusion. Items produced from
these resins are durable  in a diverse range of
environments. 

3D  RESIN-COATED

POLYSTYRENE  ELEMENTS

We realize your set idea, sculpture or artistic
reproduction in 3D.
All strictly in resinated polystyrene



Our experience in interior design
allows us to better identify the
theme of the room in order to

correctly develop a realistic and
engaging setting that is perfectly
integrated with the enigmas and

story



PICTORIAL  DECORATIONS

The backdrop is a large or small pictorial intervention
that occupies the background of the scene or the
walls of a room, adding three-dimensionality to the
spaces.

It is a pictorial element that induces in the
player the illusion of observing real and 

three-dimensional objects that are actually
painted on a two-dimensional surface

 



PVC FLOOR
The adhesive PVC floor is 2-3 cm thick, water resistant,

impact resistant, and highly fire resistant.All these
characteristics make it particularly suitable as a durable

flooring inside Escape rooms..

SPECIAL SCENIC  EFFECTS
Thanks to innovative decorative techniques, Sceniko is
able to create special scenic effects of all kinds for the
needs of all customers

SCULPTURES AND BAS-RELIEF
A scenic environment requires artistic copies and

reproductions of statues, busts, bas-reliefs,
masks,statues, capitals, columns and all the necessities to

make the escape experience truly unforgettable

FAKE STONE PANELS
Decorative panels made of EPS, extruded and resinated
polystyrene, are mixed with special binders such asepoxy
resins, cement and iron oxides (10%) to create single
blocks or be assembled in the shape of a panel

ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS FOR YOUR ESCAPE ROOM
 



THEMATIZED RECEPTION
 

Receptionists are the key point of accommodation facilities, they
welcome the customer upon arrival, assist them during their stay

and manage their departure at the end of the experience.
 

Evocative themes are developed in the rooms that promise all-
around explorations, to continue the experience lived inside the

room
 

The originality and attention to details will make your reception a
unique and magical meeting point



RELIABILITY
We listen carefully to the needs of our customers,
trying to establish a relationship of mutual trust from
the very beginning

CLEAR INFORMATION
We provide you with clear and detailed instructions for
all assembling procedures

REFERENCES
Please contact us for references

GUARANTEED DELIVERY
Punctuality and delivery guaranteed by contract.
Through the contractual delivery clause you will have
the certainty of being protected in any eventuality



HORROR  CATEGORY

The horror genre aims to arouse a strong
feeling of fear and anxiety in the player,
and in order for this to be possible it is

important to establish the plot of the
story and carefully curate the installation

and the setting



ADVENTURE  CATEGORY

The adventure genre reflects a heroic
world of battles and action scenes, the

stories are set in adventurous,mysterious
and unexplored places such as forests,

castles, mazes, caves, or palaces.



FANTASY  CATEGORY

The fantasy genre is characterized by a
fantastic setting, in which elements from

fairy tales and magic converge, passing
through mythological and medieval

sagas.Our themed rooms are inspired by
the most famous places described in

stories. These settings are full of
WONDERS and amazing magic.



THRILLER  CATEGORY

All thrillers have some common elements
that distinguish them from other

genres.First of all, a detective does not
necessarily have to be a policeman or a

private detective, and he is
oftenaccompanied by a helper.



MOVIES  CATEGORY

All of us have dreamed at least once in our
lives of being in a movie with our favorite

characters. With Sceniko you can make
your desires come alive through one of
our rooms inspired by the most famous

movies and TV series alike!



SPECIAL  CATEGORY

We've grouped together a number of
specilal offers that will allow you to

maintain a modern, threedimensional
setting that will fit perfectly into any

game situation.In these scenarios, the
ordinary and the mundane are enriched

by creativity



Support for Start up
Start-up costs represent the largest initial expenses that a new
escape room owner has to pay to start the business, Sceniko
offers excellent investment opportunities with installments
payments over time

Big distribution network

No franchise

Strategic business planning created in detail to obtain a growth
in revenues proportional and greater to the investment

You will pay a fixed price for our services



CONTACT  US

                       +39 3337261911
                       +39 3402344697
                                           info@sceniko.com


